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Abstract  Cancer cells are distinguished from each other and from healthy cells 

by features that drive clonal evolution and therapy resistance. New advances in 

high-dimensional flow cytometry make it possible to systematically measure 

mechanisms of tumor initiation, progression, and therapy resistance on millions of 

cells from human tumors. Here we describe flow cytometry techniques that enable 

a ‘‘single-cell systems biology’’ view of cancer. High-dimensional techniques like 

mass cytometry enable multiplexed single-cell analysis of cell identity, clinical 

biomarkers, signaling network phospho-proteins, transcription factors, and func- 

tional readouts of proliferation, cell cycle status, and apoptosis. This capability 

pairs well with a signaling profiles approach that dissects mechanism by 

systematically perturbing and measuring many nodes in a signaling network. 

Single-cell approaches enable study of cellular heterogeneity of primary tissues 

and turn cell subsets into experimental controls or opportunities for new discovery. 

Rare populations of stem cells or therapy-resistant cancer cells can be identified 

and compared to other types of cells within the same sample. In the long term, 

these techniques will enable tracking of minimal residual disease (MRD) and 

disease progression. By better understanding biological systems that control 

development and cell–cell interactions in healthy and diseased contexts, we can 

learn to program cells to become therapeutic agents or target malignant signaling 

events to specifically kill cancer cells. Single-cell approaches that provide deep 

insight into cell signaling and fate decisions will be critical to optimizing the 

next generation of cancer treatments combining targeted approaches and 

immunotherapy. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 
Single-cell approaches reveal the heterogeneity inherent in primary tissues and 

tumors and provide the means to characterize complex phenotypes, isolate rare 

populations, and dissect underlying mechanisms. Especially critical for cancer 

research is the ability to track mutations and epigenetic events that confer hallmark 

attributes required for aggressive growth, malignancy, and therapeutic resistance 

(Hanahan and Weinberg 2011). These changes impact network architecture and 

confer signatures that can be associated at the single-cell level with clinical fea- 

tures of each patient’s disease (Irish et al. 2006a). Nearly all cellular features 

relevant for cancer research can now be measured on a per-cell basis (Table 1). 

A major advantage of a multidimensional, single-cell approach is that it allows 

determination of whether an abnormal trait in cancer, such as oncogenic signaling 

or a gene mutation, exists in all cells or is restricted to a cell subset (Fig. 1). As 

each piece of knowledge added per cell can dramatically improve the power to 

understand an experimental result (Krutzik et al. 2004), there has been a drive to 

expand the number of simultaneous per-cell measurements that can be made 

(Perfetto et al.2004; Bendall et al. 2011). The creation of single-cell network 

profiling techniques has led to important breakthroughs in blood cancer, where 

flow cytometry techniques are straightforward to apply (Irish et al. 2006a). There 

is an urgent need now to apply these tools to the challenges of early detection and 

analysis of solid tumor cell signaling, tumor immunity, transformation to 

aggressive disease, and metastasis. High-dimensional flow cytometry approaches 

complement rapidly developing multiplex imaging cytometry tools (Gerner et al. 

2012; Gerdes et al. 2013) and single-cell genetic tools (Kalisky and Quake 2011; 

Wu et al. 2014). The promise of these techniques for precision medicine is great, 

but they also create the challenge of integrating results from multiple high- 

dimensional, single-cell quantitative techniques. Here we provide a primer for 

applying high-dimensional, single-cell flow cytometry in translational cancer 

research. 
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Table 1   Detecting cancer hallmarks in single cells 

Cell property 
a  

Example flow cytometry method (and referenced use in cancer) 

Differentiation/lineage Antibodies against c-KIT (Wozniak and Kopec-Szlezak 2004), 

CD34 (stem cells) (Holyoake et al. 1999; Wozniak and 
Kopec-Szlezak 2004; Robillard et al. 2005); antibodies 

against CD38 (Robillard et al. 2005) or CD20 (Robillard 

et al. 2005; Irish et al. 2010) and other cluster of 

differentiation (CD) antigens in human (Mason et al. 2002; 

van Dongen et al. 2012; Amir el et al. 2013) and mouse 

(Van Meter et al. 2007; Mayle et al. 2013) tumor and blood 

cancer tissue samples 

DNA content (aneuploidy, 

DNA fragmentation) 

PI (O’Brien and Bolton 1995), ethidium monoazide (O’Brien 

and Bolton 1995), or 7-actinomycin D (7-AAD) (O’Brien 

and Bolton 1995; Holyoake et al. 1999) staining of DNA; 

flow cytometry and FISH to evaluate telomere length 

(Baerlocher et al. 2006); cH2AX foci indicating DNA 

double-strand break repair (Huang et al. 2003; Bourton et al. 

2012); rhodium and iridium metal intercalators (Ornatsky 

et al. 2008) 

RNA content (quiescence) Pyronin Y (Holyoake et al. 1999) staining of RNA 

Cell cycle stage Antibodies against cyclinD (Holyoake et al. 1999), cyclin A 

(Juan et al. 1998), cyclin B1 (Juan et al. 1998), cyclin E 

(Erlanson and Landberg 1998); phosphorylated histone H3 

(M phase) (Juan et al. 1998); all cell cycle stages (Behbehani 

et al. 2012) 

Proliferation BrdU staining for newly replicated DNA (Robillard et al. 2005); 

antibodies against proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) 

(Castillo et al. 2000), antibodies against Ki67 (Holyoake 

et al. 1999; Castillo et al. 2000); carboxy-fluorescein 

diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE) dye (Cooperman et al. 

2004) 

Oncogene expression Antibodies against BCL2 (Laane et al. 2005; Robillard et al. 

2005; Irish et al. 2010), c-MYC (Morkve et al. 1992), RAS 

(Andreeff et al. 1986) 

Mutations Antibodies against mutant p53 (Zheng et al. 1999), H-Ras- 

Val12 (Carney et al. 1986) 

Tumor suppressor activity Antibodies against p53 protein (Zheng et al. 1999; Krutzik et al. 

2004) or p21/Waf1 promoter activity driving GFP (p53R- 

GFP system) (Ohtani et al. 2004); antibodies against 

phosphorylated p53 (Krutzik et al. 2004; Irish et al. 2007) or 

phosphorylated Rb (Behbehani et al. 2012) 

Apoptotic cell death Antibodies against Caspase 3 cleavage products (Belloc et al. 

2000) 

Cell membrane changes, 

viability, and necrosis 

AnnexinV (Belloc et al. 2000) staining for extracellular 

phosphatidylserine exposure, which occurs on apoptotic 

cells; detection of membrane permeability by PI dye 

exclusion (Nicoletti et al. 1991) or Alexa dye exclusion 

(Table 2); cisplatin exclusion (Fienberg et al. 2012) 

(continued) 
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Table 1  (continued) 

Cell property a  Example flow cytometry method (and referenced use in cancer) 

Metabolism and Redox State Dichlorofluoresceine diacetate (DCF-DA) staining (Armstrong 

et  al.  2002), a  measure of oxidation; monobromobimane 
(MBrB) staining (Chow and Hedley 1995), a measure of 

glutathione; lipophilic fluorochrome dihexaoxacarbocyanine 

iodide (DiOC6(3)) (Belloc et al. 2000), a measure of 

mitochondrial membrane potential; mitochondria peroxy 

yellow 1 (MitoPY1), a fluorescent probe to quantify 

hydrogen peroxide levels in living cells (Dickinson and 

Chang 2008) 

Tumor antigens Antibodies against B (Timmerman et al. 2002) or T (Maecker 

and Levy 1989) cell receptor idiotype; tetramers against 

tumor antigen (e.g., tyrosinase) specific T cells (Lee et al. 

1999) 

Signaling activity Antibodies against phosphorylated STAT and MAPK proteins 

(Irish et al. Irish et al. 2004; Van Meter et al. 2007; Kotecha 

et al. 2008), phosphorylated NF-jB, AKT, S6, Src family 

kinases (SFKs), and many more (Irish et al. 2010; Bendall 

et al. 2011); response to drug treatment (Krutzik et al. 2008; 

Bodenmiller et al. 2012); Indo-1 staining for Ca++  flux 

(Trentin et al. 2004); antibodies against IL-12 (Panoskaltsis 

et al. 2003), IFN-c (Lee et al. 1999) or other cytokines 

a  
Deep profiling enables [36 of such features to be measured on single cells (Bendall and Nolan 

2012; Bendall et al. 2012). Adapted from (Irish et al. 2006a) 
 

 

2 Single-Cell Quantification of Cancer  Hallmarks 
 

 
A vast array of cellular features can now be detected by flow cytometry (Table 1). 

Using mass cytometry and other high-dimensional techniques enables sets of 30 or 

more of these features to be measured at the single-cell level simultaneously. Each 

new feature measured brings the potential to better dissect the cellular heterogeneity 

of a tumor (Fig. 1). These features can be generally categorized as markers of cell 

identity, surrogate markers, and effectors. Effectors differ from surrogate markers in 

that they directly measure a mechanistically important part of a cellular process such 

as signaling (MEK phosphorylation), apoptosis (caspase 3 cleavage), or prolifera- 

tion (cyclin D expression). Surrogate markers have been shown to correlate with 

an outcome under some circumstances but they are not thought to be effectors of that 

outcome. An example of a surrogate marker of cancer stem cells is CD133: CD133 

does not confer stemness but rather tends to enrich for cancer stem cells. High- 

dimensional single-cell analysis allows simultaneous quantification of many effec- 

tors of different cellular processes in all major cell types present in a sample. 

In addition to measuring extracellular antigens or using live-cell permeable, 

nontoxic reagents, cytometry can quantify intracellular molecules and signaling 

activity in fixed and permeabilized cells, allowing targets in the cytoplasm and 

nucleus to be detected. Examples of intracellular targets include proteins with roles 

in metabolic potential (Armstrong et al. 2002; Chow and Hedley 1995 and Belloc 
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Fig. 1    Multidimensional single-cell analysis pinpoints tumor cell signaling. In this example of 

10 representative tumor cells analyzed under five stimulation conditions, oncogene expression 

marks three distinct populations of cells with contrasting signaling responses. In the top row, the 

number in each cell indicates the level of signaling in that cell under each condition. These values 

lead to the results shown as ‘‘Signaling.’’ An aggregate analysis might mistakenly be interpreted 

to suggest that three of the conditions (Stim B, 0.5 9 Stim A, and Stim A + Drug) elicited the 

same signaling responses. However, the single-cell view reveals key subset-specific signaling 

differences. For example, the signal from Stim B is not half as effective as Stim A. Stim B is 

completely effective at stimulating one subset and ineffective at stimulating another. The 

oncogene-high cells are hypersensitive to Stim A and nonresponsive to Stim B. Similarly, the 

partial effect of the Drug is due to complete inhibition of one subset and no inhibition of another. 

Adapted from (Krutzik et al. 2004) 

 
et al. 2000), phosphorylation-induced signal transduction (Irish et al. 2004), and 

cytokine secretion (Panoskaltsis et al. 2003 and Lee et al. 1999). 

As the technology to measure signaling has developed, it has aided in the 

development of computational modeling of biological networks in cancerous and 

healthy cells (Sachs et al. 2005). With the ability to quantitatively measure large 

sets of features simultaneously, this could lead to the systematic identification of 

clinically relevant signaling targets in a precision medicine setting where therapy 

is matched to the exact changes observed in the patient’s cells. A single-cell view 

is critical to this, as drug responses in cell subsets are obscured when populations 

are analyzed in aggregate (Fig. 1). 

Although a number of techniques can be used to measure certain features of cells, 

pragmatic concerns direct choice in many experiments. The detection techniques 

available to measure these features vary greatly in the amount of crosstalk that will 

be observed when measuring these features in combinations. A central challenge 

going forward is to quantitatively measure large sets of features in ways so that 
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Table 2  Exclusion viability test using Alexa 700 succinimidyl ester (Ax700-SE) 
 

Step Details 

Ax700-SE 50,000X 

stock 

 
Ax700-SE 500X 

aliquots 

 
Ax700-SE 50X 

working 

Dissolve 1 mg Ax700-SE in 0.5 mL dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to 

achieve a 50,000X long-term frozen stock of 2,000 lg/mL. 

Store frozen and protected from water 

Prepare 500X frozen stocks of 20 lg/mL Ax700-SE in DMSO. 

A 20 lL aliquot is sufficient to stain approximately 

50 experimental samples in 200 lL 

Dilute Ax700-SE in DMSO to prepare a 50X of 2 lg/mL. 

Do not store 

Staina  Add 4 lL of 50X working stock of Ax700-SE directly to cells 

in suspension to achieve a final concentration of 0.04 lg/mL. 

Stain for 10 min; titrate as needed 

Wash and collect Wash with 1X PBSb  containing 1 % bovine serum albumin (BSA) 

or other carrier protein. Pellet cells by centrifugation and 

continue with other staining steps or collect 

a  
Typically, live cells are stained prior to stimulation and no apparent impact on biology is 

observed. For a mass cytometry version using cisplatin, refer to (Fienberg et al. 2012) 
b  

Sterile filtered phosphate buffered saline (PBS) without calcium or magnesium is recommended 
 

 

crosstalk between the measured channels is minimized. For example, loss of cell 

membrane integrity—a common surrogate for cell viability (Table 1)—should be 

routinely included and can be measured in many different ways that have different 

impacts on experiment design. In traditional flow cytometry, exclusion of fluores- 

cent molecules like propidium iodide (PI) (Nicoletti et al. 1991), 7-aminoactino- 

mycin D (7-AAD) (Schmid et al. 1992), and Alexa dye succinimidyl esters (SE) 

(Krutzik and Nolan 2006) is commonly used to detect cells lacking an intact 

membrane. However, PI has very broad excitation and emission spectra that greatly 

limit the use of additional fluorochromes detected at [550 nm. 

As an alternative to PI or 7-AAD, Alexa 700 SE (Ax700-SE) can be used as a 

viability test (Box 1) in a manner analogous to the fluorescent cell barcoding 

protocol previously described (Krutzik and Nolan 2006). The Alexa dyes can be 

used to minimize crosstalk from the viability detection channel into other channels 

or to allow staining for other targets of interest on specific channels occupied by PI 

or 7-AAD. Sequential use of spectrally distinct Alexa dyes can be used to track 

changes in viability over time. In mass cytometry, a rhodium or iridium nucleic 

acid intercalator (Ornatsky et al. 2008) or cisplatin (Fienberg et al. 2012) can be 

used in a similar manner to detect cells lacking an intact plasma membrane. 

Detection of dead cells is especially critical when working with necrotic tumor 

tissue and samples from patients undergoing therapy. While  centrifugation at 

*180 9 g is typical for live cells, centrifugation at *830 9 g is recommended to 

effectively pellet dead and fixed cells. 

It is often useful to measure cellular features that maintain or oppose tumor 

growth, such as proliferation, apoptosis, and cell cycle status (Table 1). Detection 

of bromo-deoxyuridine (BrdU) incorporation into newly replicated DNA (Robillard 

2005) and Ki67 (Holyoake et al. 1999 and Castillo et al. 2000), a protein strictly 
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Fig. 2     Abnormal  signaling  in  cancer  cell  networks.  Gains  and  losses  of  signaling  drive 

oncogenesis and tumor progression. This figure classifies commonly observed signaling 

alterations according to direction (potentiated or attenuated) and mechanism. Basal signaling 

disruptions are commonly observed in cancer cells, and the signaling networks of the most 

negative prognostic cells typically display altered responses to environmental cues. Refer to (Irish 

et al. 2006a) for example cancer hallmark signaling changes conferred by gene mutations 
 

 

associated with proliferation (Scholzen and Gerdes 2000), remain common indi- 

cators of proliferation. Apoptotic cell death is frequently measured by activation of 

cleaved caspase 3 or by analysis of cell membrane changes like phosphatidylserine 

exposure (Belloc et al. 2000). In addition, experimental drug studies with chemo- 

therapeutics and ionizing radiation have shown that cell cycle status plays a major 

role in maintaining tumor homeostasis. Cytometry has explored the therapeutic 

implications of cells in various states of the cell cycle by revealing quiescent cells 

kept in a drug-tolerant state. These cells can be identified by pyronin Y staining of 

RNA or by the abundance of cyclins that regulate cell cycle status (Holyoake et al. 

1999; Juan et al. 1998 and Erlanson and Landberg 1998). To delineate cell cycle 

stages by mass cytometry, 5-iodo-2-deoxyuridine (IdU) is used to mark cells in S 

phase and G0/G1 cells are detected using antibodies against retinoblastoma protein 

(Rb) phosphorylated at serines 807 and 811 (Behbehani et al. 2012). 
 
 
 

3 Dissecting Abnormal  Signaling Networks 
 

 
Genetic and epigenetic alterations in cancer cells lead to sustained changes in basal 

signaling and signaling responses (Fig. 2). The vast majority of driver mutations in 

cancer effect profound changes in cell signaling networks (Irish et al. 2006a). 

These observations indicate that differential activation of signaling pathways plays 

a critical role in determining a cell’s chance for survival or death. Epigenetic 
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changes are also a potent force in shaping the structure of signaling networks in 

healthy development and cancer. Gain or loss of intercellular signaling interac- 

tions, activation of receptors whose signaling controls cell identity, and drug 

treatments can all trigger sustainable patterns of signaling that persist through cell 

division or isolation of those cells in culture. Epigenetic reprogramming of sig- 

naling networks is a primary mechanism of patterning in healthy development. B 

and T lymphocytes are an exception in that genetic changes are a mechanism 

driving healthy development and differentiation. As tools to sequence DNA and 

RNA continue to improve in speed, read depth, and single-cell precision (Marcy 

et al. 2007; Dalerba et al. 2011; Powell et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2014), genomic and 

proteomic tools for studying signaling network activity, transcription factor 

binding, and DNA methylation typically require tens of millions of cells for one 

test and are restricted to aggregate analysis (Fig. 1). 

High-dimensional flow cytometry addresses this critical technology gap by 

quantifying single-cell epigenetic changes encoded by altered signaling mecha- 

nisms that transform cell function and fate (Fig. 2). Abnormal signaling in cancer 

can be viewed as changes in the function of signaling nodes within a network (Irish 

et al. 2006a). These changes are encoded by mechanisms such as constitutive basal 

activation of an oncogenic kinase (Fig. 2, 1a), loss of a tumor suppressor phos- 

phatase (Fig. 2, 1b), or hypersensitivity to growth factor stimulation (Fig. 2, 4a). 

The signaling event can be either potentiated (strengthened) or attenuated (weak- 

ened), and these changes can have dramatic impacts on the overall function of the 

signaling network and the cell. Example signaling alterations in cancer that repre- 

sent these mechanisms are highlighted in the following sections of this chapter. 

To understand changes in regulation of signaling it is important to determine how 

signaling responses differ in cancer cells. A starting point to consider before ana- 

lyzing a cell’s entire signaling network is to identify signaling inputs that individ- 

ually activate signaling nodes. In this method, cells treated with a stimulus typically 

serve as positive controls for signaling activity, whereas cells in a basal state 

function as negative controls. For constitutively active pathways, use of signaling 

node inhibitors may be necessary. Attention to inhibitor specificity and concen- 

tration should be considered, as the signaling response may be the result of off-target 

effects in a signaling network (Bodenmiller et al. 2012). With this methodology, it is 

possible to reveal clinically relevant signaling profiles by comparing signaling 

networks among patients with different clinical outcomes (Fig. 3). 

There are two main phases in the generation of a validated signaling profile 

(Fig. 3): (1) the training phase, which has the goal of hypothesis generation and 

new discovery and (2) the testing phase, which is a focused challenge of a small 

number of hypotheses identified during testing. Development of a signaling profile 

begins with assembling a list of measurable features and deciding how to organize 

the staining panels to maximize the information gained while minimizing issues 

like channel crosstalk. Features are then selected according to the biosignature 

hypothesis, refined for clinical relevance, and tested in a new set of samples 

(Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3   Discovery and validation of a clinical signaling profile. During the training phase, many 

hypotheses are tested as signaling is assessed at many nodes under a large number of conditions 

(basal, various signaling activators, doses, time points, drugs, and combinations). The signaling 

profile is then refined by determining which features differed in the experimental group (cancer) 

relative to controls (healthy). This feature selection step is based on the biosignature hypothesis 

(Irish et al. 2004), which proposes that features that vary as much in the control group as they do 

in the experimental group are not likely to productively contribute to unsupervised stratification 

because they are not specific to the experimental group. Models based on one or more features are 

then built, and it is determined whether they stratify an additional feature of interest that was not 

used to build the model, such as clinical outcome. This clinical signaling profile is then tested in a 

new set of samples comparable to the first and balanced for potential confounders. Ideally the test 

is performed by a new investigator or a computer algorithm that is blinded to the outcomes 

 
 

4 Single-Cell Detection, Diagnosis, and Prognosis 
 

 
The ability to measure multiple biomarkers per cell is particularly valuable in the 

study of genetically unstable tumors where new cell subsets continue to arise over 

time. Furthermore, cancer cells may resemble nonmalignant tumor infiltrating cells 

of the same lineage (Fig. 4), and detection of multiple features per cell can help 

clarify each cell’s identity. In this example from B cell follicular lymphoma, 

expression of CD20, the oncogene BCL2, and BCR light chain isotype (j or k) 

were all used to distinguish tumor B cells from nontumor host B cells. Normally B 

cells exhibit a mixture of j and k light chains, but in lymphoma it is common for 

[95 % of B cells to be a clonal expansion of a cancer cell with just one isotype. In 

a  simple four-color panel it is possible to detect three identity markers and one 

phospho-protein signaling event (Fig. 4). Here, greater than normal ERK, BTK, 

SYK, and p38 signaling responses were identified specifically in the tumor B cells. 

Along with a greater magnitude of signaling potential, tumor cells sustained sig- 

naling for a significantly longer period (Irish et al. 2006b). This and other studies 

of BCR signaling in cancer have highlighted BCR signaling as a target for ther- 

apeutic  discovery  (Rickert  2013).  Recently,  targeting  BTK  has  shown  great 

promise in B cell malignancies (Byrd et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013). 

A key advantage of mass cytometry is that many surface and signaling markers 

can be simultaneously detected. In the fluorescence example (Fig. 4), different 

individual signaling readouts were repeated paired with the same three cell identity 

markers across four redundant staining panels in order to measure four phospho- 

proteins. A critical problem with this approach is that one cannot compare sig- 

naling versus signaling in the same cell—the comparison must be made at the 
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Fig. 4  Identifying contrasting signaling in cancer and nonmalignant cells of the same lineage 

within a tumor. In this example, nonmalignant tumor infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) B cells are 

detected within follicular lymphoma B cell tumors from two patients. On the left, nontumor cells 

were identified by the expression of the ‘‘wrong light chain’’—a B cell receptor immunoglobulin 

light chain of a different isotype from the clonal tumor—combined with high CD20 expression 

and a lack of BCL2 expression. Here we can see that these cells have a distinct SYK and BTK 

signaling profile that contrasts with the bulk tumor. The histogram overlays on the right show 

potentiated magnitude and kinetics of ERK and p38 phosphorylation in lymphoma B cells (right 
side, BCL2+) versus TIL B cells (left side, identified as k+ nontumor light chain and BCL2-) 

 

 

population level. With mass cytometry, 20 markers of identity can be paired with 

14 phospho-proteins in a 34-dimensional panel. This removes redundant staining 

panels, conserves sample, and creates higher quality data. In cases where altered 

signaling  distinguishes cancer  cells  from  healthy  cells  (Figs. 4  and  5),  mass 

cytometry may make it possible to quickly and accurately diagnose patients based 

on a flow cytometry signaling profile. 

Juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia (JMML) has historically been diagnosed 

and confirmed with a granulocyte-macrophage colony-forming units (CFU-GM) 

assay [(Emanuel et al. 1991) and Fig. 5]. The disadvantage of this approach is that 

3–4 weeks are required to confirm the diagnosis when the potentially curative 

therapy for JMML is an early allogeneic stem cell transplant. While it had become 

clear that RAS signaling dysregulation occurs in at least 75 % of JMML (Flotho 

et al. 2007), the role of STAT5 activation had not been investigated. In a study that 

used single-cell profiling of JMML patient blood and bone marrow samples, a small 

proportion of CD33+, CD14+, CD38dim   cells exhibited hypersensitive p-STAT5 

responses in response to submaximal concentrations of GM-CSF (Kotecha et al. 

2008). This diagnostic approach was recently independently validated (Hasegawa 

et al. 2013). Thus, phospho-flow cytometry provides a precise readout for the 
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Fig. 5  Hypersensitivity to a signaling input is diagnostic for JMML. a Previously, 3–4 weeks 

were required to confirm a suspected diagnosis of JMML with a granulocyte-macrophage colony- 

forming units (CFU-GM) assay. In the CFU assay, bone marrow cells from healthy donors (green 
curve) and patients have different responses to GM-CSF. b Plot of colony growth versus GM-CSF 

dose in healthy volunteers (green) and patients (red). c By flow cytometry, a hypersensitive 

population of JMML cells is detected in cancerous bone marrow compared to the normal control. 

d  A  dose-dependent increase in  hypersensitive activity  of  p-STAT5 uniquely distinguished 

JMML from other myeloproliferative disorders as well as healthy patients. Adapted from 

(Kotecha et al. 2008) 
 

 

aberrant signaling in JMML that distinguishes JMML from both healthy subjects 

and from patients with other myeloproliferative disorders. Analysis of cell sub- 

populations associated with disease opens opportunities for quick detection of 

MRD and has potential to assess therapeutic resistance (Kotecha 2008). The 

application to MRD is especially important in the clinical setting of cancer 

chemotherapy, and a vital need exists for flow cytometry tools that track and 

automatically identify MRD using surface markers or signaling events (Amir el 

et al. 2013). 
 
 
 

5 Predicting  Therapy  Response and Tracking  Evolution 
 

 
Surface and signaling-based single-cell analysis can track the abundance of 

malignant cells at diagnosis and spot the emergence of drug-resistant cells over 

time during treatment. An example of this is the detection of a clinically significant 

tumor cell subset of lymphoma cells defined by altered BCR signaling (Fig. 6). 

Following a-BCR stimulation, several phospho-epitopes had impaired BCR sig- 

naling responses in a subset of cells termed lymphoma negative prognostic (LNP) 
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Fig. 6  Emergence of a negative prognostic subset over time following treatment. In this example, 

LNP tumor cells from lymphoma patient J038 are distinguished by abnormal SYK and PLCc 
signaling and differential BCL2 and CD20 expression (gold arrow). At the time of diagnosis, LNP 

cells constituted only 46.3 % of the tumor cells. After therapy and disease progression, LNP cells 

increased  to  68 %  of  the  tumor.  Each  1 %  increase  in  LNP  cells  is  associated  with  a 

2.5 % increased risk of death in the following year (p \ 0.000005, z-score = 4.68). Adapted from 

(Irish et al. 2010) 
 

 

cells. The presence of BCR-insensitive LNP cells was negatively correlated with 

overall patient survival and LNP cells increased in abundance following treatment 

and disease progression (Irish et al. 2010). These results indicate that BCR- 

insensitive LNP cells may have a selective survival advantage compared with bulk 

tumor B cells (Fig. 6). The close associations between the signaling profiles and 

risk of death strongly suggest that these cells are therapy insensitive due to specific 

changes to cell signaling. Perturbing cells with an input stimulus to observe 

differential activation of signaling networks in cancer has repeatedly been shown 

to stratify survival (Irish et al. 2004, 2010). 

Targeted cancer therapies have advanced rapidly as our understanding of cancer 

cell-specific signaling alterations has increased (Irish et al. 2006a). Genomic 

technologies can now identify patterns of gene expression or detect the presence of 

novel point mutations on a case-by-case basis. This has led to the identification of 

tumor subclasses and improved understanding of disease biology for appropriate 

therapies. For example, targeting the overexpression of HER2 with lapatinib or 

trastuzumab in breast cancer has benefited patients (Schnitt 2010). However, it can 

be difficult to target newly discovered mutations, and separating drivers from 

passengers can be challenging when normal, pre-, and post-treatment sample sets 

are  not available. In contrast, the  signaling events measured in  phospho-flow 

panels are typically highly targetable, and in many cases there are drugs available 

that are already being used in the clinic in other settings. 
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Fig. 7  A hallmark mechanism of AML therapy resistance is rewired JAK/STAT signaling. In 

this example, signaling profiles of two different AML cancer cells are shown. In treatable AML 

cells, G-CSF signaling through JAK1 and induction of STAT5 phosphorylation mediates 

transcription of pro-survival and proliferation genes. Conversely, IFNc signaling through JAK2 

results in induction of STAT1 phosphorylation that mediates cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. In 

the signaling network of the therapy-resistant AML cell, the response to IFNc has become 

rerouted to STAT5, which, like G-CSF, mediates transcription of pro-survival and proliferation 

genes. The lack of functional STAT1 activation, which activates cell cycle arrest-induced 

apoptosis, explains why patients with these cancer cells are often resistant to DNA-damage- 

induction therapy. Inhibition of JAK2/STAT5 signaling in therapy-resistant AML cells could 

potentially improve the outcome of patients with this resistant subset 

 
An alternative strategy is to measure deregulation of an oncogenic pathway by 

measuring active kinase signaling and a cell networks signaling potential when 

perturbed (Fig. 7). For example, signaling alterations that predict therapy outcome 

are observed in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patient samples. Increased activity 

of STAT5 and STAT3 activity is known to induce the expression of genes for 

survival and proliferation. Interferon c treatment activates STAT1 activity, which 

can oppose survival by activation of genes involved in antigen presentation to the 

immune system. Cells from patients who did not respond to induction chemotherapy 

shared a profile including a critical failure to phosphorylate STAT1 in response to 

interferon c (Fig. 7, Therapy-resistant AML cells). Instead of activating STAT1, 

these cells have rerouted IFNc signaling to phosphorylate oncogenic STAT5. These 

results provide a rationale for the investigation of STAT5 inhibition in therapy- 

resistant AML to improve the outcome of patients with this resistant subset. Thus, a 

key promise of the signaling profile approach is that observed cancer-specific sig- 

naling disruptions are required for cancer cell survival or aggressive behavior. 
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6 Experimental and Clinical Considerations 
 

 
Cytometry can be used to quantitate multiple properties per cell that can then be 

correlated with biological processes or disease progression. With the ability to 

simultaneously measure more targets and with the ever-increasing sizes of data- 

sets, experimental design and data processing have become critical aspects of these 

experiments. 

A primary challenge in high-dimensional profiling of heterogeneous cells is 

optimization of a staining protocol that facilitates the detection of extracellular and 

intracellular targets of the cells. A target’s localization should be considered and a 

range of appropriate reagents tested in order to develop a protocol that balances 

speed, reproducibility, and sensitivity. Optimizing signal to noise remains a central 

goal in fluorescent flow cytometry (Maecker and Trotter 2006) and mass cytom- 

etry (Bendall et al. 2012). This may involve titrating the detection of the target on 

live cells, after paraformaldehyde fixation, and/or after permeabilization (e.g., 

methanol, ethanol, saponin, Triton X-100) of the cell membrane (Krutzik and 

Nolan 2003). Panels that measure all features except one are a classic flow 

cytometry control termed ‘‘fluorescence minus one’’ (FMO), described in detail by 

Maecker and Trotter 2006. For mass cytometry, a comparable ‘‘mass minus one’’ 

(MMO) control is  equally  valuable  for  determining  what level  of  signal can 

reliably be considered positive. 

When creating multistep staining protocols for detection of extracellular and 

intracellular epitopes, a key advantage of small molecule dyes and the polymer 

metal chelators used in mass cytometry is that they are not sensitive to the com- 

mon permeabilization agents. This contrasts with large protein fluorophores; 

fluorescence of protein fluorophores can be harmed by harsh alcohol treatments 

used in storage of fixed samples and during permeabilization. In mass cytometry, a 

multistep staining protocol is a common alternative to seeking epitope unmasking 

staining conditions that work well for a variety of epitopes that are localized in 

different cellular compartments and differentially dependent on three-dimensional 

conformation. In a typical signaling experiment, surface marker staining occurs 

after the cells have been fixed so that detection of cell identity does not alter 

signaling. However, since many surface marker target epitopes are no longer 

detectable following harsh permeabilization conditions, surface staining occurs 

immediately following the short fix step that stops signaling in the phospho-flow 

protocol (1.6 % paraformaldehyde for 5 minutes at  room temperature). Thus, 

surface staining occurs following stimulation/fixation and prior to methanol per- 

meabilization. For more information, see Table 1 (Krutzik et al. 2005) and Fig. 2 

(Krutzik and Nolan 2003). For certain intracellular targets—especially transcrip- 

tion factors—permeabilization with saponin or Triton X-100 can yield superior 

staining. Usually a short formaldehyde fix (B10 min) does not destroy target 

epitopes and detection of surface markers is decreased by an acceptable *10 % of 

the original signal, although there are exceptions. 
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Antibody titration and staining optimization should follow well-established 

guidelines (Box 1). It is critical to titrate antibodies in the exact conditions that 

they will be used and to include populations of positive and negative control cells 

at known ratios. The stain index between positive and negative cells allows ver- 

ification of the subset pattern. It is not sufficient to titrate an antibody on a uniform 

positive population while using unstained or isotype control stained cells as a 

comparison point. It is acceptable for the positive and negative cells to be in 

different tubes, but the advantage of staining all the cells simultaneously in mul- 

tidimensional cytometry is lost. With intracellular work: less is more. Problems are 

typically due to over staining, which leads to nonspecific background signal [see 

Fig. 2 in (Krutzik and Nolan 2003)]. Antibodies that work well by immunofluo- 

rescence nearly always are suitable for fluorescent flow and mass cytometry when 

the same fixation, permeabilization, and staining conditions are used. 
 
 

Box 1 Guidelines for titrating antibodies 

(1) Titrate antibodies in house using actual experimental conditions. 

(2)  Mix positive and negative cells to create a signature pattern for 

titrations. 

(3) Use well-characterized cells for titrations (not rare cells of interest). 

(4) Select optimal instrument channels for titrating reagents. 

(5) It may be necessary to titrate multiple clones under multiple perm 

conditions for intracellular epitopes that have not been widely 

studied. 
 
 
 

For all types of cytometry, internal biological control populations are ideal 

controls. Intracellular controls transform the cellular heterogeneity that confounds 

aggregate approaches (Fig. 1) into a distinct advantage of single-cell approaches. 

Markers of stemness, such as CD34 (Woziniak and Kopec-Szlezak 2004), and 

lineage-restricted molecules expressed during differentiation (Mason et al. 2002) 

help determine the identity of tumor cells. However, developmental programs can 

be aberrantly activated or suppressed in both the cancer cells and the surrounding 

microenvironment. Because phenotypic plasticity characterizes cancer, it is 

especially valuable to have multiple markers that are expected to be positive and 

negative on each major tumor and host-cell population. A general rule is to include 

two positive markers and one negative marker for each major tumor and host cell 

type (Irish et al. 2010). Negative markers help rule out artifacts. In immune 

cancers, markers of clonality can be used to confirm cancer cell identity or dissect 

cancer cell lineage (Irish et al. 2006b; Sachen et al. ; Green et al. 2013). Cell 

isolation by fluorescence-activated cell sorting followed by sequencing for onco- 

genic mutations can confirm the id2012entity of cancer cells or be used to identify 

underlying driver and passenger mutations (Green et al. 2013). Ultimately, the 

more features detected (Table 1), the more confidence one has in the identity and 
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biology of a given population during the discovery or training phases of a project 

(Fig. 3). Cytometry provides the toolkit for tracking and characterizing the ubiq- 

uitous heterogeneity of cancer. 

The dysregulated intracellular signaling observed in cancer cells contrasts 

greatly from signaling in normal cells. Challenging of the cancer cells with 

perturbation reagents can reveal divergent response patterns. Even when the 

mechanism is not directly inferable, analysis of multiple signaling events can 

identify the point in a cellular system that is dysregulated. To develop a protocol 

that profiles signaling responses, comparison to a healthy population of cells, such 

as peripheral blood mononuclear cells or a tractable genetically modified cell line, 

often establishes a comparison point for how intracellular systems should behave. 

After acquiring a large dataset, data interpretation can be a challenging hurdle in 

high-dimensional experiments. Traditional multiparameter techniques like flow 

cytometry have relied upon two-dimensional plots to visualize the data to understand 

correlations between the parameters. Unfortunately, as the number of parameters 

increase, the number of two-dimensional plots increase to create an overwhelming 

visualization problem. Analytical approaches developed to tackle this complexity 

include dimensional reduction tools such as SPADE (Bendall et al. 2011; Qiu et al. 

2011) and viSNE (Amir el et al. 2013). To achieve a greater understanding of tumor 

proteins and signaling, these tools can be used to then computationally compare this 

new view of cancer across patients and tumor subtypes. 
 
 

7 Future Perspectives 
 

 
Going forward, the field must address a number of challenges in data analysis and 

platform integration raised by the increased power to simultaneously detect many 

features of single cells. Four key areas are: 
 

(1) Data analysis, storage, and sharing with collaborative teams. 

(2) Cross-platform comparisons with other systems biology techniques. 

(3) Cross-scale   data   integration,   especially   between   single   cells   and 

aggregates. 

(4) Comparisons across time, especially in clinical studies. 

 
Technical tools and experimental designs have far outpaced the existing 

computational tools. Many are working to address this need, but it is important to 

go beyond the basic challenge of clustering groups of cells by similar features. 

Tools for identification of populations within single-cell datasets have increased 

dramatically in sophistication and speed (Pyne et al. 2009; Qiu et al. 2011; 

Aghaeepour et al. 2013; Amir el et al. 2013), and now there is an urgent need for 

tools that model the populations and derive biological meaning from the markers 

used to find populations. It is critical to make sure that tools do not find popula- 

tions in such a way that they are limited to a particular dataset. This is vital for 

reproducibility as well as for clinical application. In the end, it is critical to define 
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Fig. 8    Key single-cell opportunities in cancer research. The first row depicts the opportunities 

of  detecting  nonmalignant cells  of  the  same lineage  as  the  tumor (a,  as  in  Fig. 5),  tumor 

infiltrating immune responders [b, as in (Myklebust et al. 2013)], and other nonmalignant stromal 

cells (c). It will be important to distinguish between abnormal signaling that promotes cancer, 

such as inflammation, and abnormal signaling that results from cancer, such as T cell suppression 

via PD-1 or generation of cancer associated fibroblasts (Barcellos-Hoff et al. 2013). In the second 
row (d), (e), and (f) depict contrasting biological origins of an aggressive, therapy-insensitive 

tumor subpopulation that can be dissected with single-cell tools. A gatekeeper mutation 

conferring resistance to targeted therapy might be an apomorphy that distinguishes a rare ‘leaf’ 

subset (f). Alternatively, a  slow cell  cycle  phenotype might  distinguish a  cancer  stem cell 

(d) (Reya et al. 2001). A large, heterogeneous branch (e) observed at the time of diagnosis might 

need to be treated with a combination of therapies in order to kill all populations and obtain a 

clinical  response. The third row depicts clinical single-cell  opportunities, such as detecting 

negative prognostic subpopulations (g, as in Fig. 7), treatment insensitive subsets (h), and cellular 

transitions like those observed when epithelial cancer cells become an invasive, metastatic 

population (i) 
 

 

the difference metric in terms of the underlying biological mechanisms and to 

refine the model to the minimal parts for clinical testing. 

How do we connect measurements made at the single-cell level with knowledge 

gained using other aggregate analysis tools? Single-cell techniques have essen- 

tially been developing independently of aggregate analysis tools because it is 

unclear as to how to connect the information gained at such different scales. Thus, 

approaches to span experimental platform and biological scale are sorely needed 

for the next generation of single-cell opportunities in cancer biology (Fig. 8). 
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Increasingly, single-cell tools will need to take into account changes over long 

periods of time—such as in the case with samples obtained over time during 

treatment. The concepts of before and after treatment and of subset evolution, 

emergence, transformation, and metastasis must be considered. What are reliable 

markers of stable cellular identity and how do we track ‘‘a population’’ of cells 

over time? 
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